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TECHNO-AUTHORITY
• Technology has the capacity to “authorise, make possible, 

encourage, make available, allow, suggest, influence, hinder, 
prohibit and so on” (Latour 2005) 

è De-centering the human and placing him/her within a 
material semiotic web of relations has consequences for how 
we think about the relevance and role of technology. This, in 
turn, has consequences for ethical considerations.



CONCERNS

What constitutes meaningful human control? Is meaningful 
human control over lethal fully A/IWS possible? 

- Cognitive limitations for human-machine teaming
- Epistemological & temporal limitations
- Implications for moral agency

What does it mean to take responsibility, be accountable, 
have moral agency in employing lethal A/IWS? 



FACTORS FOR MEANINGFUL 
HUMAN CONTROL

Ø Technology is predictable
Ø Technology is reliable 
Ø Technology is transparent 
Ø User has accurate information and understands the 

information
Ø There is capacity for timely intervention
Ø There is a level of accountability 

(Roff & Moyes, 2016)



HUMAN – MACHINE 
RELATIONS
Automatic reasoning 
• Suppression of doubt, ignoring or neglecting ambiguity 
• Inferences and invention of causes and intentions
• Confirmation bias / existing believe bias
• Focus on existing evidence / neglect of absent evidence

à Difficulty challenging techno-authority
à Atrophy of our “capacity to develop an appropriate mental 

model which is crucial to overcome system failure” (Bretton 
& Bosse, 2002) 

à Meaningful human control only possible if the system allows 
the human stays fully involved in the target acquisition and 
deliberative decision making process



KNOWLEDGE
Labelling and classification
- Ok: Fixed / natural categories (chair / table / cat / turtle – gun)
- Not ok: Relational categories (identity, persuasion, intent, 

gender, friendship, enmity, etc)
- Bias: errors in estimation; over/under representation of 

populations when sampling
- Allocative / Representational harm

- Subtle biases (gender / ethnicity / age / etc.) is entrenched in 
data sets used to teach language skills to AI

- What is represented? What is rendered invisible? Who is 
’seen’ and as ‘what’?

- False positives 
à Meaningful human control only possible if there is a 
clear understanding of how the system is designed, 
trained, reacts and ‘thinks’ at all stages. 



TIME-HORIZONS
• Speed and agility have prevalence
• SeaRAM (hypersonic), Phalanx, Iron Dome etc
• From frozen software to evolving software – greater 

agility, lower costs. AlphaGo model
• Faster ‘pattern of life’ surveillance; facial recognition 

evaluation, Quick action in a fast-moving environment, for 
strategic advantages. 

• C2 implications

à Meaningful human control only possible if the system 
allows for enough time to understand the decision and 
intervene accordingly in case of system failure.



MORAL AGENCY
• Are we able to act as moral agents in the use of lethal A/IWS? 

• Predictability, reliability, transparency called into question with AI and 
black box algorithms

• Understanding the information given is jeopardised
• Possibility for timely intervention likely to take a back seat to need for 

speed in pattern recognition etc.

• So if we can’t reliably
• fully understand the technological decision 
• authoritatively challenge the technological decision 
• effectively intervene into the technological decision

Can we have meaningful human control? If not, how can we assure 
responsibility and accountability? And how might we retain our own 
moral agency for acting ethically in war?  
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‘Schwarz pulls no punches. This is a brilliantly written 
and well-crafted work that will change the way you 
think about armed conflict.’  Noel Sharkey, Emeritus 
Professor of AI and Robotics, University of Sheffield 
and Chair of the International Committee for Robot 
Arms Control 

‘Essential reading for scholars across the fields of 
(critical) war studies, political theory and political 
philosophy.’  International Affairs 

‘Schwarz’s account is compelling -- a fascinating, must-
read book.’  C J Brown, Emeritus Professor of 
International Relations at the London School of 
Economics and Political Science 

‘Brings some much-needed philosophical depth to the 
debate. Elke Schwarz shows how our dependence on 
technology limits our room for action.’ Peter Olsthoorn, 
Associate Professor Military Leadership and Ethics, 
Netherlands Defence Academy 

‘Remarkable. Elke Schwarz investigates the terms of 
the debate concerning lethal autonomous weapons. … 
The best defence is a killer critique.’ David J. Gunkel, 
Distinguished Teaching Professor, Northern Illinois 
University


